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Abstract. Genomic rearrangements were first used for phylogenetic analysis
in the late 1920s, but this work was largely ignored until the1980s, when the
sequencing of organellar genomes enabled the first genome-wide comparisons.
G. Wattersonet al.proposed to measure what later became the inversion distance
between two genomes, J. Palmeret al. published papers on the evolution of mi-
tochondrial and chloroplast genomes in plants, and D. Sankoff and W. Day pub-
lished the first algorithmic paper on phylogenetic inference from rearrangement
data, giving rise to a fertile field of mathematical, algorithmic, and biological re-
search. By using rearrangement data, we bypass the pitfallsof multiple sequence
alignment and benefit from rare genomic events more directlylinked to function.
As the cost of sequencing whole genomes has plummeted, we have witnessed a
huge increase in work on duplications and rearrangements.
Distance measures for sequence data are simple to define, butthose based on
rearrangements proved to be complex mathematical objects.Whereas mutations
events for sequence data are purely local and permutable at will, rearrangements
are inherently nonlocal and subject to strong ordering constraints. The first ap-
proaches for phylogenetic inference from rearrangement data, due to D. Sankoff
and various coauthors, used model-free distances, such as synteny (colocation
on a chromosome) or breakpoints (disrupted adjacencies). The development of
algorithms for distance and median computations led to modelling approaches
based on documented biological mechanisms. However, the multiplicity of such
mechanisms and the lack of knowledge about their relative preponderance pose
serious challenges. A unifying framework, proposed by S. Yancopouloset al.
and popularized by D. Sankoff, has become the accepted modelused in research
on the algorithmics of rearrangements, leading to precise distance corrections
and efficient algorithms for median estimation, and therebyenabling large-scale
phylogenetic inference from high-resolution genomes using both distance and
maximum-parsimony methods
In phylogenetic inference, likelihood-based methods outperform both distance
and maximum-parsimony methods, but using such methods withrearrangement
models has proved problematic. Thus we have returned to an idea we proposed
twelve years ago: encoding the genome structure into sequences to use methods
designed for 0/1 character data. By setting a simple bias in the ground probabil-
ities, we have attained levels of performance comparable, in terms of both speed
and accuracy, to the best sequence-based methods. Unsurprisingly, the idea of
injecting such a bias was first proposed by D. Sankoff in 1998.
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1 Introduction

Rearrangement data bypass multiple sequence alignment—anoften troublesome step
in sequence analysis; they represent the outcome of events much rarer than simple nu-
cleotide mutations and thus hold the promise of high accuracy and of a reach extending
back to the very distant past; and they are more closely tied to function (and through it
to evolutionary selection) than point mutations. These attractive characteristics are mit-
igated by our limited understanding of the mechanisms causing large-scale structural
changes in genomes.

The use of genomic rearrangements in phylogeny dates back tothe early days of
genetics, with a series of papers in the 1930’s from A. Sturtevant and T. Dobzhan-
sky on inversions in the genome of Drosophila pseudoobscura[21, 87]. However, this
early foray had no successor until the 1980s, when G. Watterson proposed to build
phylogenies from pairwise distances between circular genomes under inversions [100],
J. Palmer and various coauthors published a series of paperson the structure and evo-
lution of mitochondrial and chloroplast genomes in plants [37, 61], including studies
of inversions in these genomes and their use in phylogeneticinference [22, 62], and
D. Sankoff and W. Day published the first algorithmic paper onphylogenetic inference
from rearrangement data [17]. Many hundreds of papers have been published since then
on the use of rearrangement data in phylogenetic inference,by biologists, mathemati-
cians, and computer scientists. A first major conference wasorganized by D. Sankoff
and J. Nadeau in 2000 [79], followed by the yearly RECOMB Workshop on Compara-
tive Genomics, started by J. Lagergren, B. Moret, and D. Sankoff.

Algorithms for phylogenetic inference (from any type of data) fall into three main
categories. Simplest are the distance-based methods, which reduce the input data to a
matrix of pairwise (evolutionary) distances. Next come theMaximum Parsimony (MP)
methods, which attempt to find a tree that minimizes the totalnumber of changes re-
quired to explain the data. Most complex are the probabilistic methods, either Maximum
Likelihood (ML) or Bayesian, which attempt to find a tree (or apopulation of trees) that
maximizes the conditional or posterior probability of observing the data.

In sequence-based phylogenetic inference, distance measures have a long history;
all are simple and all have corresponding “distance corrections,” that is, maximum-
likelihood estimators that yield an estimate of the true (asopposed to observed) pair-
wise distance. Their simplicity derives in good part from the fact that they are based
on observed results (rather than proposed mechanisms) and on local models of change.
Distances based on rearrangements, however, turned out to be complex concepts: it re-
mains possible to define a mechanism-free distance, as D. Sankoff did in 1992 [72,78],
but the model cannot be local, as a single rearrangement can alter the location of almost
every gene in the genome. Other distance measures based on mechanisms, whether
biological or mathematical (inversion distance, transposition distance, DCJ distance,
etc.), have proved yet harder to characterize, with work still ongoing. The absence of
localization of changes also means that the fundamental assumption of parsimony- and
likelihood-based approaches, independence between different regions of the sequence,
does not hold for rearrangement data, thus creating enormous algorithmic difficulties.

Thus the first approaches for phylogenetic inference from rearrangement data used
simple distances [6, 74], such as the observed number of nonconserved adjacencies;
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attempts were also made to encode observed adjacencies in order to use sequence-
based inference methods [15, 96]. The development of betteralgorithms for distance
and median computations led to a period during which most approaches were based
on documented biological mechanisms for rearrangements, such as inversions, transpo-
sitions, translocations, etc. The ability to compute some of these distances efficiently
also led researchers to devise suitable distance corrections, some of which resulted in
substantial improvements in the quality of inference [50, 51]. The multiplicity of bi-
ological mechanisms posed a serious problem, however, since there were no data to
quantify their relative preponderance during the course ofevolution. Fortunately, a uni-
fying framework was proposed by S. Yancopouloset al. in 2005 [104] and popularized
by D. Sankoff; since then nearly all research on the algorithmics of rearrangements have
used this model, leading to very precise distance corrections [42] and efficient and accu-
rate algorithms for median estimation [103] and tree scoring [102]. The precise distance
estimates overcame, to a large extent, the weakness of distance-based methods, so that
large-scale phylogenetic inference from high-resolutiongenomes became possible [68].

With sequence data, likelihood-based methods outperform distance-based and MP
methods [97]—the two classes of methods used with rearrangement data to date. Direct
use of likelihood-based methods was attempted once using a Bayesian approach [39],
but the complex mechanisms of rearrangement created insurmountable convergence
problems. In the latest step in the evolution of methods for phylogenetic inference from
rearrangement data, we have returned to the idea of encodingthe genome structure into
binary sequences [41] that we first proposed a dozen years ago[15,96]. This time, how-
ever, we use an ML method for inference and inject a bias in itsground probabilities
to reflect our better understanding of the evolution of genomic structure; and we have
attained levels of performance, in terms of both speed and accuracy, that compare favor-
ably to the best sequence-based methods. Unsurprisingly, the idea of a bias in ground
probabilities was first proposed by D. Sankoff in 1998 [75]. Today, then, after over 15
years of research by dozens of groups, phylogenetic inference from rearrangement data
is best carried out using a mechanism-free approach and a simple statistical bias in the
one operation allowed under the model (transitions betweenthe 0 and the 1 state for
each character), much as D. Sankoff advocated from the beginning.

What we present below is a survey of phylogenetic inference from rearrangement
data, as viewed through the lens of the work of our group in this area, in tribute to David
Sankoff, pioneer and mentor, who more than anyone is responsible for the blossoming
of research, unfolding over the last 30 years, on models and algorithms for the evolution
of genome structure through rearrangements, duplications, and losses.

2 Background

2.1 Genome representations

Each chromosome of the genome is represented by an ordered list of identifiers, each
identifier referring to a syntenic block or, more commonly, to a member of a gene fam-
ily. (In the following, we shall use the word “gene” in a broader sense to denote elements
of such orderings and refer to such orderings as “gene orders.”) A gene is a stranded
sequence of DNA that starts with a tail and ends with a head. The tail of a genea is
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denoted byat and its head byah. We are interested, not in the strand of one single gene,
but in the connection of two consecutive genes in one chromosome. Due to different
strandedness, two consecutive genesb andc can be connected by oneadjacencyof the
following four types,{bt ,ct}, {bh,ct}, {bt ,ch} and{bh,ch}. If gened lies at one end of a
linear chromosome, then we have a singleton set,{dt} or {dh}, calledtelomere. (These
definitions use the notation codified by Bergeronet al. [4].) Given a reference set of
n genes{g1,g2, · · · ,gn}, a genome can be represented by anorderingof some multi-
subset of these genes. Each gene is given a sign to denote its orientation (strandedness).
A genome can belinear or circular. A linear genome is simply a permutation on the
multi-subset, while a circular genome can be represented inthe same way under the
implicit assumption that the permutation closes back on itself. A multiple-chromosome
genome can be represented in the same manner, with telomeresindicating the start and
end of a chromosome.

2.2 Evolutionary events

Let G be the genome with signed ordering ofg1,g2, · · · ,gn. An inversionbetween in-
dicesi and j (i ≤ j), produces the genome with linear ordering

g1,g2, · · · ,gi−1,−g j ,−g j−1, · · · ,−gi,g j+1, · · · ,gn

A transpositionon genomeG acts on three indicesi, j,k, with i ≤ j andk /∈ [i, j], pick-
ing up the intervalgi ,gi+1, · · · ,g j and inserting it immediately aftergk. Thus genomeG
is replaced by (assumek> j):

g1, · · · ,gi−1,g j+1, · · · ,gk,gi ,gi+1, · · · ,g j ,gk+1, · · · ,gn

An insertion is the addition of one gene or a segment of genes, and adeletionis the
loss of same. A section of the chromosome can beduplicated, throughtandem duplica-
tion, in which the copied section is inserted immediately after the original, or through
transposed duplication, in which the copied section is inserted somewhere else. With
multichromosomal genomes, additional operations that involve two chromosomes come
into play: translocation(one end segment in one chromosome is exchanged with one
end segment in the other chromosome),fission(one chromosome splits and becomes
two), andfusion(two chromosomes combine to become one).

2.3 Distance computation and pairwise genome comparison

Given two genomesG andG′ on the same set of genes, a breakpoint inG is defined
as an ordered pair of genes(gi ,g j) that forms an adjacency inG but not inG′. The
breakpoint distance[74] is simply the number of breakpoints inG relative toG′.

We define anedit distanceas the minimum number of events required to transform
one genome into the other. (The breakpoint distance is not anedit distance.) We can
apply edit distances to any collection of evolutionary operations. Thus we can consider
distances under inversions, insertions, and deletions; wecan also consider transposi-
tions (within the same chromosome) and translocations (across chromosome), as well
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as duplications, whether of just one gene, a large segment ofa chromosome, or, in the
extreme case, the entire genome. The range of possible evolutionary events also include
chromosome fusion (merging two chromosomes into one) and fission (the reverse op-
eration), as well as chromosome linearization (turning a circular chromosome into a
linear one) and circularization (the reverse event).

When we compute edit distances, we find the minimum number of events required
to transform one genome into another, yet evolution need nothave proceeded along the
shortest path to the current genomes. What we would like to recover isthetrue evolu-
tionary distance, that is, the mean number of evolutionary events on the pathsto the
two genomes from their last common ancestor. By computing edit distances, we may
significantly underestimate the true distance—a problem that also arises with pairwise
distances between two sequences or, indeed, between any twoobjects evolving through
some given operation. In sequence analysis,distance correctionswere devised to pro-
vide maximum-likelihood estimators of the true distance given the edit distance. The
same can be done, formally or empirically, for rearrangement distances.

2.4 Phylogenetic reconstruction and ancestral genome estimation

Working with genome rearrangement data is computationallymuch harder than with
sequence data. For example, given a fixed phylogeny, the minimum number of evolu-
tionary events can be found in linear time if the leaves of thephylogeny are labeled with
DNA or protein sequences, whereas such a task for rearrangement data is NP-hard, even
when the phylogeny has only three leaves [10,63].

Methods to reconstruct phylogenies from genome rearrangement data include distance-
based methods (such as neighbor-joining [70] and minimum-evolution [19]), maximum
parsimony and likelihood methods based on encodings [15,35,41,96], and optimization
methods, usually based on median computations.

Distance-based methods transform the input genomes into a matrix of pairwise dis-
tances, from which the phylogeny is then inferred. Any of thedistances introduced
above can be used, but inference using estimates of true distances generally outper-
forms inference based on edit distances [51]; similarly, any distance-based inference
method can be used, but FastME [19,20] appears to outperformmost others.

Optimization methods to date have been based on maximum parsimony—they seek
the tree and associated ancestral data that minimizes the total number of events. Because
this minimization is hard even for a fixed tree of just three leaves, a heuristic first pro-
posed by D. Sankoff in another context [71] and then reused byhim for breakpoints (see,
e.g., [73]), is widely used. The heuristic uses an iterativeimprovement approach, based
on the recomputation of medians: given 3 genomes, find a single genome that minimizes
the sum of the pairwise distances between itself and each of the 3 given genomes.

3 Comparing: Distance Computations

The first pairwise distance measure used to compare two genomes was a measure of
conservation of synteny due to D. Sankoff and J. Nadeau [24, 80]. Inversion and DCJ
distances are now the two most commonly used genomic distances. Neither inversions
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nor DCJ events affect the gene content of a genome: they are pure rearrangements.
Little by little, events that do affect gene content, such asdeletions, insertions, and
duplications, were included in distance computations—a necessity with real genomes.
Although various methods have been proposed to combine rearrangements and dupli-
cations and losses [14,84], the problem remains poorly solved.

3.1 Inversion distance

D. Sankoff [72] formulated the fundamental computational problem about inversions:
given two signed permutations on the same index set, what is their edit distance un-
der inversions? The breakthrough came in 1995, when S. Hannenhalli and P. Pevzner
provided a polynomial-time algorithm to solve this problem[32]. Their algorithm is
based on thebreakpoint graph(see Fig. 1). Assume we are given two genomes,G1

and G2, with the samen genes and assume thatG2 is the identity. Add two extra
“genes” (mathematical markers), gene 0 on the left of the genome and genen+ 1 on
the right. For each genei in G1, the breakpoint graph contains two verticesih and
it , connected with two (colored) undirected edges, one for each genome. Thedesire
edges(also called grey edges) connectih and(i + 1)t for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n and represent
the identity genomeG2; they are shown with dashed arcs in Fig. 1. Thereality edges
(also called black edges) represent the rearranged genome,G1; for each adjacency(i, j)
in G1, a reality edge begins at vertexih if gene i is positive or at at vertexit if i is
negative, and ends at vertexjt if j is positive or at vertexjh if j is negative. Reality
edge are shown as solid lines in Fig.1. These edges form cycles of even length that
alternate between reality and desire edges; denote byc(G1,G2) the number of these
cycles. Overlapping cycles in certain configurations create structures known ashurdles;
denote byh(G1,G2) the number of these hurdles. Finally, a very unlikely [88] con-
figuration of hurdles can form afortress. S. Hannenhalli and P. Pevzner [32] proved
that the inversion distance between two signed permutations of n genes is given by:
n− c(G1,G2)+h(G1,G2)+ (1 if a fortress is present,0 otherwise).

D. Bader, M. Yan, and B. Moret [1] later showed that this edit distance can be com-
puted in linear time. Extending this distance to multichromosomal genomes can be done
through a reduction to the unichromosomal case using “capping,” a subtle process that
required several iterations before it was done right [3, 33,38, 93]. The various opera-
tions supported under this multichromosomal model (for which see the next section),

2

 4  3 −1−2
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Fig. 1. Breakpoint graph between genome (-2 4 3 -1) and the identity genome (1 2 3 4).
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all of which keep the gene content intact, give rise to what weshall call the HP-distance.
Thetransposition distanceis known to be NP-hard to compute [8]; attempts at defining
distances combining transpositions and inversions have sofar proved unsuccessful.

Moving to distances between genomes of unequal gene contenthas proved very
challenging. N. El-Mabrouk [25] first extended the results of S. Hannenhalli and P. Pevzner
to the computation of edit distances for inversions and deletions and gave a heuristic for
inversions, deletions, and non-duplicating insertions. The distance computation is NP-
hard when duplications and inversions are present [13]. M. Marron et al. [48] gave a
guaranteed approximation for edit distances under arbitrary operations (including du-
plications and deletions).

3.2 DCJ distance

S. Yancopoulos, O. Attie, and R. Friedberg [104] proposed a double-cut-and-join (DCJ)
operation that accounts for inversions, translocations, fissions, and fusions, yielding in
a new genomic distance that can be computed in linear time. Asits name indicates, a
DCJ operation makes a pair of cuts in the chromosomes and reglues the four cut ends
into two adjacencies or telomeres, giving rise to four cases:

– A pair of adjacencies{iu, jv} and{px,qy} can be replaced by the pair{iu, px} and
{ jv,qy} or by the pair{iu,qy} and{ jv, px}.

– An adjacency{iu, jv} and a telomere{px} can be replaced by the adjacency{iu, px}
and telomere{ jv} or by the adjacency{ jv, px} and telomere{iu}.

– A pair of telomeres{iu} and{ jv} can be replaced by the adjacency{iu, jv}.
– An adjacency{iu, jv} can be replaced by the pair of telomeres{iu} and{ jv}.

Given two genomesG1 andG2, their DCJ distance can be computed using the adja-
cency graphAG(G1,G2). The adjacency graph has a vertex for each adjacency and
each telomere ofG1 andG2 and, for eachu∈ G1 andv∈ G2, has|u∩v| edges between
u andv (see Fig. 2). S. Yancopouloset al. [104] and, for the multichromosomal for-
mulation, A. Bergeronet al. [4], showed that the DCJ distance betweenG1 andG2 is
just dDCJ(G1,G2) = n− (C+ I/2), whereC is the number of cycles andI the number

{1  }

t
{3   }

h     h
{3,  1  }

t     h
{1,  4  }

t     t
{4,  2  }

h     t
{2,  5  }

h
{5  }

h
{5  }

h     t
{4,  5  }

h     t
{3,  4  }

h     t
{2,  3  }

h     t
{1,  2  }

t

Fig. 2. Adjacency graph and DCJ distance of two genomesG1 = (3,−1,−4,2,5) and G2 =
(1,2,3,4,5). The number of cyclesC is 1, the number of odd pathsI is 2, the DCJ distance
is N− (C+ I/2) = 3.
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of odd paths in the adjacency graph. While there is no single biological mechanism to
mirror the DCJ operation, researchers everywhere have adopted the DCJ model in their
work because of its mathematical simplicity and because of its observed robustness in
practice.

The DCJ operator, like the operator in the multichromosomalrearrangement model
of S. Hannenhalli and P. Pevzner, preserves gene content. The DCJ model has been ex-
tended, with mixed results, to handle insertions and deletions [14,84], duplications [2],
and all three [82]. Inversion distances, HP distances, and DCJ distances are all imple-
mented in the UniMoG software [34].

3.3 Estimating true distances

Edit distances underestimate the true number of events, particularly so when the two
genomes are distant. Estimating the true distance through amaximum-likelihood ap-
proach requires an evolutionary model. Since models are thesubject of the next section,
we focus here on the estimators themselves. The IEBP estimator [98] (and its improved
version [95]) uses a Markov chain formulation to provide an exact formula for the the
expected number of events (inversions, transpositions, and inverted transpositions—the
events in the Nadeau-Taylor model) as a function of the breakpoint (edit) distance. The
EDE estimator [53] uses curve-fitting to approximate the most likely number of evolu-
tionary events, derived by simulating known numbers of inversions and comparing that
number against the computed inversion (edit) distance. Theformula thus takes an inver-
sion (edit) distance and returns an estimate of the true number of inversions. Although
EDE was designed just for inversions, experience shows thatit works well even with a
significant number of transpositions and that its use significantly improves the accuracy
of distance-based phylogenetic reconstruction [99].

K. Swensonet al. [89] proposed a heuristic to approximate the true evolutionary
distance under inversions, duplications, insertions, anddeletions for unichromosomal
genomes. Y. Lin and B. Moret [42] developed a true distance estimator for the DCJ
model based on the DCJ distance; later Y. Linet al. [45] gave an estimator for the true
number of events in the DCJ model based directly on the lists of gene adjacencies—a
useful generalization as it can be used even for lists of adjacencies that do not define a
“real” genome. Given genomeG, for any genomeG∗ , we can divide the adjacencies and
telomeres ofG∗ into four sets,SA(G∗), ST(G∗), DA(G∗) andDT(G∗), whereSA(G∗)
is the set of adjacencies ofG∗ that also appear inG, ST(G∗) is the set of telomeres of
G∗ that also appear inG, DA(G∗) is the set of adjacencies ofG∗ that do not appear inG,
andDT(G∗) is the set of telomeres ofG∗ that do not appear inG. Then we can calcu-
late a vectorVG(G∗) = (SA∗,ST∗,DA∗,DT∗) to represent the genomeG∗ in terms ofG,
whereSA∗, ST∗, DA∗ andDT∗ are the cardinalities of the setsSA(G∗), ST(G∗), DA(G∗)
andDT(G∗), respectively. Obviously, we have 2n= 2SA∗+ST∗+2DA∗+DT∗. Let Gk

be the genome obtained fromG = G0 by applyingk randomly selected DCJ opera-
tions. The(i +1)st DCJ operation is selected from a uniform distribution of all possi-
ble DCJ operations on the current genomeGi . We can compute the vectorVG(Gk) =
(SAk,STk,DAk,DTk) to represent the genomeGk with respect toG. For any integer

k> 0, we can also produce the estimateẼ(VG(Gk)) = (S̃Ak, S̃Tk, D̃Ak, D̃Tk) for the ex-
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pected vectorE(VG(Gk)) . We then usẽSAk to approximate the expected number of
adjacencies present in bothG andGk and computeSAF from G andGF . The estimated
true number of evolutionary events is then the integerk that minimizes the difference

|SAF − S̃Ak|. This estimator is quite robust and achieves better performance than the
EDE estimator; it was later extended [45] to include gene losses and duplications.

4 Modelling Genomic Evolution

Models for genomic rearrangements have been studied intensely over the last 30 years
by biologists, computer scientists, and mathematicians—for an overview of the work of
the latter two, see, e.g., [29, 52, 55]. We briefly review the main models used in phylo-
genetic inference.

4.1 Inversions

Of the various genomic rearrangements studied, perhaps thesimplest and best docu-
mented is theinversion(also called reversal), through which a segment of a chromo-
some is inverted in place. In 1989, D. Sankoff and M. Goldstein formalized a probabilis-
tic model of genomic inversions in which a chromosome is represented as a permutation
of gene indices [77]; in this framework, an inversion acts onan interval of the permuta-
tion by reversing the order in which the indices appear within the interval. A year later,
D. Sankoffet al. [76] also proposed to apply this model to the assessment of evolution-
ary relationships among a number of bacterial genomes usinggenetic maps. Two years
later, D. Sankoff used gene-order data from 16 mitochondrial genomes from fungi and
other eukaryotes to infer a species phylogeny; the study used nearly complete genomic
sequences for the organelles [78].

4.2 The generalized Nadeau-Taylor model

The generalized Nadeau-Taylor (NT) model [57] deals with inversions, transpositions
and inverted transpositions; it assumes that the number of each of those three events
obeys a Poisson distribution on each edge, that the relativeprobabilities of each type
of event are fixed across the tree, and that events of a given type have the same prob-
ability, regardless of the location and size of the affectedregion. The model thus has
two main parameters—two of the three relative probabilities of occurrence of the three
types of events. The generalized Nadeau-Taylor model can beextended to include in-
sertions, deletions, or duplications in the triplet, by choosing the relative probabilities
for all events. Nevertheless, the generalized NT model remains far from realistic, and
many features of genome evolution are lacking in this model,such as hot spots (a much
debated feature [18,64,65,81]), operons, as well as fissionand fusion events.

4.3 The HP model

The first model of multichromosomal rearrangements was given by S. Hannenhalli and
P. Pevzner [33]. This HP model includes inversions, translocations, fusions, and fissions
(see Fig. 3).
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(a)

(b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 3. Possible rearrangements in the HP model: (a) inversion, (b)translocation, (c) fission, and
(d) fusion.

– Inversion: Given a linear chromosomeA=(a1 . . .aiai+1 . . .an), reverse all genes be-
tweenai anda j yields(a1 . . .ai−1-a j . . . -aia j+1 . . .an). Two adjacencies,{ah

i−1,a
t
i}

and{ah
j ,a

t
j+1}, are replaced by two others,{ah

i−1,a
h
j} and{at

i ,a
t
j+1}.

– Translocation: Given two linear chromosomesA = (a1 . . .aiai+1 . . .an) and B =
(b1 . . .b jb j+1 . . .bm), exchange two segments between these two chromosomes. There
are two possible outcomes,(a1 . . .aib j+1 . . .bm) and(b1 . . .b jai+1 . . .an) or (a1 . . .ai-b j . . . -b1)
and (-bn . . . -b j+1ai+1 . . .an). Two adjacencies,{ah

i ,a
t
i+1} and {bh

j ,b
t
j+1}, are re-

placed by{ah
i ,b

h
j+1} and{at

i+1,b
t
j} or {ah

i ,b
h
j} and{at

i+1,b
t
j+1}.

– Fission: Given a linear chromosomeA= (a1 . . .aiai+1 . . .an), split A into two new
linear chromosomes,(a1 . . .ai) and (ai+1 . . .an). The adjacency{ah

i ,a
t
i+1} is re-

placed by two telomeres{ah
i } and{at

i+1}.
– Fusion: Given two linear chromosomesA= (a1 . . .an) andB= (b1 . . .bm), concate-

nate these two linear chromosomes into a single new chromosome(a1 . . .anb1 . . .bm).
Two telomeres,{ah

n} and{bt
1}, are replaced by one adjacency{ah

n,b
t
1}.

In 2009, A. Bergeronet al. [5] gave an optimal linear-time algorithm to compute the
HP distance with a simple formula.

4.4 The DCJ model

The HP model cannot mix linear and circular chromosomes. In such a mix, additional
operations come into play: linearization and circularization, which transform circular
chromosomes into linear ones and vice versa. The DCJ operation, on the other hand,
does model such a mix and supports every simple rearrangement: inversions, transposi-
tions, block exchanges, circularizations, and linearizations, all of which act on a single
chromosome, and translocations, fusions, and fissions, which act on a pair of chromo-
somes. The DCJ model is less well motivated than the HP model in terms of biology:
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whereas inversions and translocations are well documented, the additional rearrange-
ments possible in the DCJ model may not correspond to actual evolutionary events. For
example, if the two cuts are in the same linear chromosome, one of the two nontrivial
rejoinings causes a fission, excising a portion of the original chromosome and pack-
aging that portion as a new circular chromosome—something usually called a “circu-
lar intermediate,” the name itself denoting the opinion that such structures are at best
ephemeral. (In the best tradition of biology, where “anything that can happen already
has,” the existence of circular intermediates has been inferred in vertebrates [23, 31].)
A simple modification to the DCJ model (forbidding the least realistic operation) can
lead genomes into the two stable structures (single circular chromosome or multiple
linear chromosomes) found in the vast majority of prokaryotes and eukaryotes, respec-
tively [43]. The main argument for the DCJ model is its mathematical simplicity: it is
much easier to reason about and devise algorithms for a modelwith a single operation
(however multifaceted) than for one with a “zoo” of operations.

4.5 Models for rearrangements, duplications, and losses

Gene (or segment) duplications and losses have long been studied by geneticists and
molecular biologists. A particularly spectacular versionof duplication iswhole genome
doubling (WGD), the duplication of the entire genome—a very rare event, butone of-
ten viewed as responsible for much the diversity of life forms. WGD has been of par-
ticular interest to evolutionary biologists for many years. D. Sankoffet al. integrated
WGD with rearrangements, and introduced the Genome HalvingProblem [26–28]:
from the present-day doubled and rearranged genome, recover the pre-doubling an-
cestral genome using a criterion of maximum parsimony. Since the ancestral solutions
are often numerous, D. Sankoffet al.proposed to take into account external reference
genomes as outgroups, to guide and narrow down the search [92,107].

Segmental duplications and gene losses do not affect just gene content: they can
mimic the effect of rearrangements; the most obvious example is transposition: instead
of moving a segment from one location to another, one can envision deleting that seg-
ment from its original location and inserting it at its new location. N. El-Mabrouk [25]
gave an exact algorithm to compute edit distances for inversions and losses and also
a heuristic to approximate edit distances for inversions, losses, and nonduplicating in-
sertions. Her work was then extended and refined by M. Marronet al. [48]. In 2008,
S. Yancopoulos and R. Friedberg [105] gave an algorithm to compute edit distances
under deletions, insertions, duplications, and DCJ operations, under the constraint that
each deletion can only remove a single gene. These and other approaches targeted the
edit distance, not the true evolutionary distance. K. Swenson et al. [89] gave a first
heuristic to approximate the true evolutionary distance under inversions, duplications,
and losses; more recently, Y. Linet al. [45] gave an algorithm to estimate the true evo-
lutionary distance under deletions, insertions, duplications, and inversions. Rearrange-
ments, duplications and losses have also been addressed in the framework of ancestral
reconstruction [47,60], a topic of rapidly increasing interest.
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4.6 Inferring phylogenies using models

In phylogenetic inference, the main use of models is to guideinference phrased as an
optimization problem, using maximum parsimony or maximum likelihood criteria. The
first program used for phylogenetic inference from rearrangement data, D. Sankoff’s
BPAnalysis, used the breakpoint model and median-based heuristics aimed at obtained
a tree of maximum parsimony. The approach proposed by D. Sankoff is based on scor-
ing each possible tree separately. Since scoring a single tree is NP-hard [63], the scoring
procedure is a heuristic, using iterative improvement, that D. Sankoff himself had pro-
posed much earlier for multiple sequence alignment on trees[71]. First, each internal
node of the tree is initialized with some “ancestral genome.” Then, and until no changes
can be made to any internal node, each internal node is examined in turn (according to
some chosen scheduling): the median of its immediate neighbors’ “genomes” is com-
puted and, if better (giving a lower parsimony score) than the current genome at the
node in question, is used to replace that genome. Computing the median of three or
more genomes is itself NP-hard [10, 63]—indeed, it is just the simplest case of parsi-
mony scoring, for a tree of diameter 2. Thus the overall procedure nests some unknown
number of instances of an NP-hard problem within an exponential loop: obviously such
an approach cannot scale up very far.

D. Sankoff and M. Blanchette [74] provided the first softwarepackage for the
problem,BPAnalysis, subsequently improved by our group withGRAPPA [16, 56].
BPAnalysis handled 8 genomes of 40 genes each;GRAPPA [56] scaled to 15 genomes
and a few hundred genes and supported both breakpoint and inversion models (with
both edit and estimated true distances). Reusing theGRAPPA code for inversion dis-
tance computation, P. Pevzner’s group producedMGR [7], which could handle multi-
chromosomal genomes and, rather than scoring every tree, used a construction heuristic
to build a single tree in incremental fashion. In doing the latter, MGR came closer to
sequence-based MP (or ML) algorithms, none of which, naturally, scores every tree;
but the lack of tight bounding for subtrees (an indirect consequence of the complexity
of rearrangement operations) meant that the construction heuristic gave poor results—in
direct comparisons, the exhaustive approach ofBPAnalysis andGRAPPA inferred better
trees. Further developments ofGRAPPA, such as very tight bounds on entire trees (but
not on subtrees) [91], reduced the space to be explored by orders of magnitude, while
high-performance methods [49] further increased its speed, yet scaling such an algo-
rithm requires an entirely different algorithmic approach, such as the Disk-Covering
Methods developed by T. Warnowet al. [36], used with some success in combination
with GRAPPA [90].

D. Sankoff [73] had shown that seeking a median that minimizes the breakpoint
distance can be transformed into a special instance of the well-studied Traveling Sales-
person Problem and thus can be solved relatively efficiently(as shown inGRAPPA). In
practice, however, computing breakpoint medians yields poor solutions; a better ap-
proach is to use the inversion median [50], although exact solvers for this problem scale
poorly [11, 83, 106]. Thanks to the relative simplicity of the DCJ model, DCJ median
solvers are easier to design and perform better than inversion solvers, so that parsi-
mony methods using DCJ median solvers outperform other methods in terms of speed
and accuracy [69]. Among existing DCJ median solvers, the best to date appears to be
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ASMedian [101], due to W. Xu and D. Sankoff, and our extensionGASTS [102], used to
produce the parsimony score of a given tree.

As the algorithmic community expended considerable energyon improving the ini-
tialization, the computation of medians, and the exploration of the search space, it
became clear that scoring through iterative improvement was going to cause serious
problems, due to a combination of two factors. First, the number of local minima for
parsimony scoring is huge, so that the number of times a median gets improved tends to
one as the instance gets larger, with consequent poor results. Secondly, the error accu-
mulates quickly as the distance from the leaves increases: what works reasonably well
on very small trees of 10–20 leaves (in which most internal nodes are within 1–2 edges
of a leaf) fails more and more (and worse and worse) as the trees became larger. Better
median computation helps reduce the second problem, as better initialization helps re-
duce the first: both are deployed in theGASTS scoring software [102], but at a significant
expense of computational time.

The difficulty of deriving bounds for the completion of partial trees means that
the standard approaches used in sequence-based MP and ML inference cannot be used
today with rearrangement data. There has been one attempt touse a probabilistic ap-
proach, using Bayesian inference (theBADGER tool) [39], but it could not achieve rea-
sonable scaling and kept suffering from convergence problems since it was not clear
what steps should be used in the construction of the Markov chains. Until new results
in mathematics and algorithms are obtained to provide bounds on partial trees, model-
based inference of phylogenies under MP or ML remains restricted to small instances.

5 Encodings

Distance-based methods suffer from the problem ofsaturation: the observed changes
may be only a small piece of the history of changes and any attempt at estimating the
true number of changes from a large observed number of changes will suffer from a
very large variance. In good part, this problem stems from the pairwise approach of
these methods: if two leaves in the tree have the root as theirlast common ancestor,
then the pairwise distance is an unreliable predictor of thelength of the tree path con-
necting these two leaves. Methods that score trees rather than pairs can take advantage
of the smaller evolutionary steps represented by tree edges: they do not compute any
pairwise distances between leaves, focusing instead on pairwise comparisons between
the endpoints of a tree edge. Unfortunately the optimization problem for rearrangement
data solved by such methods (maximum parsimony or maximum likelihood) is NP-hard
even on a fixed tree. For sequence data, however, scoring a single tree under parsimony
can be done in linear time, while fast and well tested packages exist to compute the MP
or ML tree. Thus a natural approach is to produce sequences from the input permuta-
tions, use a sequence-based phylogenetic inference package, then analyze the resulting
tree in terms of rearrangements.
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5.1 Parsimonious methods

The idea of encoding the genome structure into sequences wasintroduced a dozen
years ago [15, 96], based on an earlier characterization approach of D. Sankoff and
M. Blanchette [74]. Two encoding methods were proposed:

– Maximum Parsimony on Binary Encodings (MPBE): each genome is translated
into a binary sequence, where each site from the binary sequence corresponds to
an adjacency present in at least one of the input genomes. Uninformative sites are
discarded.

– Maximum Parsimony on Multistate Encodings (MPME): each genome ofn genes
is translated into a sequence of length 2n, where sitei takes the index of the gene
immediately following genei and siten+ i takes the index of the gene immediately
following gene -i, for 1≤ i ≤ n.

Results show that an encoding based on adjacencies preserves useful phylogenetic in-
formation that a parsimonious search can put to good use. However, both MPBE and
MPME proved too computationally expensive compared to distance-based methods,
while MPME was ill suited for use with existing MP and ML inference packages be-
cause of its large number of character states. Moreover, accuracy with MP inference
was not significantly better than accuracy using distance-based methods.

5.2 Likelihood-based approaches

In the last few years, likelihood-based inference packagessuch asRAxML [86] and
FastTree [67] have largely overcome computational limitations and allowed recon-
structions of large trees (with tens of thousands of taxa) and the use of long sequences
(to several hundred thousand characters). In 2011, F. Huet al. [35] applied likelihood-
based inference to an unusual encoding scheme, in which the same adjacency could be
translated into multiple character positions. Results on bacterial genomes were promis-
ing, but difficult to explain, while the method appeared too time-consuming to handle
eukaryotic genomes.

In 2013, we described MLWD (Maximum Likelihood on Whole-genome Data) [41],
a new approach that encodes genomic structure into binary sequences using both gene
adjacencies and gene content, estimates the transition parameters for the resulting bi-
nary sequence data, and finally uses sequence-based ML reconstruction to infer the tree.
For each adjacency or telomere within the entire collectionof genomes, there exists ex-
actly one position in the sequence, with 1 indicating presence of this adjacency in a
genome and 0 indicating absence. If the total number of distinct genes among the in-
put genomes isn, then the total number of distinct adjacencies and telomeres cannot
exceed

(2n+2
2

)
, but the actual number is typically far smaller—it is usually linear inn

rather than quadratic. For each gene family within the collection of genomes, there is
exactly one position, with the same meaning attributed to the Boolean values. For the
two toy genomes of Fig. 4, the resulting binary sequences andtheir derivation are shown
in Table 1.

Since the encodings are binary sequences, the parameters ofthe model are simply
the transition probability from presence (1) to absence (0)and that from absence (0)
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Fig. 4. Two toy genomes.

Table 1.The binary encodings for the two genomes of Fig. 4.

adjacency information content information
{ah,ah} {at ,bh} {at ,ch} {bt ,ct} {ah,dh} {bt ,dt} a b c d

Genome 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0
Genome 2 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1

to presence (1). In rearrangements, every DCJ operation will select two adjacencies (or
telomeres) uniformly at random, and, if adjacencies, breakthem to create two new ad-
jacencies. Each genome hasn+O(1) adjacencies and telomeres (O(1) is the number
of linear chromosomes in the genome, viewed as a small constant). Thus the transition
probability from 1 to 0 under one DCJ operation at some fixed index in the sequence is

2
n+O(1) . Since there are up to

(2n+2
2

)
possible adjacencies and telomeres, the transition

probability from 0 to 1 is 2
2n2+O(n)

. Thus the transition from 0 to 1 is roughly 2n times
less likely than that from 1 to 0. Despite the restrictive assumption that all DCJ opera-
tions are equally likely, this result is in line with generalopinion about the probability
of eventually breaking an ancestral adjacency (high) vs. that of creating a particular
adjacency along several lineages (low)—a version of homoplasy for adjacencies. The
probability of losing a gene independently along several lineages is high, whereas the
probability of gaining the same gene independently along several lineages (the standard
homoplasy) is low. Unsurprisingly, D. Sankoff first observed and studied such a bias in
transitions of adjacencies in 1998 [75].

Fig. 5 shows the Robinson-Foulds (RF) error rates of three different approaches,
MLWD, MLWD ∗ and TIBA. (The RF rate measures the difference between two trees
as the ratio of the number edges present in one tree but not in the other to the total
number of edges and is the most commonly used measure of phylogenetic accuracy.)
MLWD ∗, used as a control for bias, follows the same procedure as MLWD, but without
setting the bias explicitly, while TIBA [44] is a fast distance-based tool to reconstruct
phylogenies from rearrangement data, combining a pairwisedistance estimator [42]
and the FastME [19] distance-based reconstruction method.These simulations show
that MLWD can reconstruct much more accurate phylogenies from rearrangement data
than the distance-based approach TIBA, in line with experience in sequence-based re-
construction. MLWD also outperforms MLWD∗, underlining the importance of esti-
mating and setting the transition biases before applying the sequence-based maximum-
likelihood method.
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Fig. 5. RF error rates for different approaches for trees with 100 species, with genomes of 1′000
and 5′000 genes and tree diameters from one to four times the numberof genes, under the rear-
rangement model.

Fig. 6 (from [41]) shows the MLWD-inferred phylogeny for 68 eukaryotic genomes
from the eGOB (Eukaryotic Gene Order Browser) database [46]. The database contains
the order information of orthologous genes (identified by OrthoMCL [12]) of 74 differ-
ent eukaryotic species; the total number of different gene markers in eGOB is around
100′000. We selected 68 genomes with from 3k to 42k gene markers—the remaining 6
genomes in the database have too few adjacencies (fewer than3′000). We encoded the
adjacency and gene content information of all 68 genomes into 68 binary sequences of
length 652′000. Inferring this phylogeny (using RAxML and setting the bias ratio to
100) took under 3 hours on a desktop computer, showing that MLWD can easily handle
high-resolution genomic data.

As shown in Fig. 6, all major groups in those 68 eukaryotic genomes are correctly
identified, with the exception of Amoebozoa. Those incorrect branches with respect
to Amoebozoa receive extremely low bootstrap values (0 and 2), indicating that they
are very likely to be wrong. For the phylogeny of Metazoa, thetree is well supported
from existing studies [66, 85]. For the phylogeny of model fish species (D. rerio, G.
aculeatus, O. latipes, T. rubripes, and T. nigroviridis), two conflicting phylogenies have
been published, using different choices of alignment toolsand reconstruction methods
for sequence data [58]. Our result supports the second phylogeny, which is considered
as the correct one by the authors in their discussion [58]. For the phylogeny of Fungi,
our results agree with most branches for common species in recent studies [30, 94]. It
is worth mentioning that among three Chytridiomycota species C. cinereus, P. gram-
nis, and C. neoformans, our phylogeny shows that C. cinereusand P. gramnis are more
closely related, which conflicts with the placement of C. cinereus and C. neoformans
as sister taxa, but with very low support value (bootstrapping score 35) [94]. The phy-
logenetic placement of C. merolae, a primitive red algae, has been the topic of a long-
running debate [59]. Our result suggests that C. merolae is closer to Alveolata than to
Viridiplantae, in agreement with a recent finding obtained by sequencing and compar-
ing expressed sequence tags from different genomes [9].
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Fig. 6. The inferred phylogeny of 68 eukaryotic genomes, drawn withiTOL [40]. Internal
branches are colored green, yellow, and red, to indicate, respectively, strong (bootstrap value
> 90), medium (bootstrap value between 60 and 90), and weak support (bootstrap value< 60).
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This approach opens the way to widespread use of whole-genome data in phyloge-
netic analysis, as it uses a fairly general model of genomic evolution (rearrangements
plus duplications, insertions, and losses of genomic regions), is very accurate, scales as
well as sequence-based approaches, and, importantly, supports standard bootstrapping
methods. In addition, the nature of the encoding makes it robust against typical errors
in genome assembly or in the identification of genes or syntenic blocks, as a few er-
roneous entries in a sequence of some hundreds of thousands of characters have little
impact on the outcome. Moreover, the encoding can be modifiedto increase robust-
ness by coding for proximity rather than just adjacency; such an encoding could use
degrees of proximity to maintain discrimination among local rearrangements or delib-
erately treat all neighbors in the same manner to create invariance with respect to local
rearrangements—a useful property when dealing with bacterial operons.

6 Conclusions

The shifting emphasis on simple comparisons, model-based distance computations, and
encoding of features into sequences reflects both our increased understanding of rear-
rangements and duplication in genomes and the well known superiority (under most
circumstances) of likelihood-based approaches in phylogenetic inference. Starting with
very simple measures (the number of breakpoints) and with attempts at encoding the
genomic structure into sequence data (in both cases becauseanything else remained
unsolved), we have moved to computing model-based edit distances, then to estimate
model-based true distances, then to use these as tools in median heuristics for a par-
simonious approach. Most recently, we have returned to encodings, not for lack of al-
ternatives, but because our deeper understanding of duplications and rearrangements in
terms of adjacencies has led us to such a step. Yet the encoding is at least partly moti-
vated by the impossibility, at this time, of using a direct approach to ML inference, of
the style used for sequence data: a direct approach would require some parameterized
model of genomic evolution under rearrangements and duplications and all models to
date are both overly simplistic in terms of biology and far too complex for a Bayesian
or ML inference strategy. (Even were such a model to emerge, adirect approach would
remain a formidable algorithmic challenge, because of the lack of bounding methods
for partial trees.) Thus the encoding of Y. Linet al. is to evolutionary genomics much
what binary character encoding is to morphological evolution: a way to take very rich
and complex data produced through poorly understood eventsand to reduce them to a
simple formulation that can be handled with today’s phylogenetic inference tools.

From completing with some difficulty the inference of a phylogeny for fewer than
10 species with mitochondrial data featuring fewer than 50 common, single-copy genes
using a rather inaccurate heuristic for maximum parsimony (the originalBPAnalysis),
we now have moved, thanks to this latest encoding approach, to easy handling of
datasets of hundreds of species with tens of thousands of genes, many of them du-
plicated or missing in many of the species, using standard tools from sequence-based
analysis. Yet it is clearly not the final word on phylogeneticreconstruction from rear-
rangement data: this area of research is little more than 15 years old and sufficient data
to support it have been available for less than half that time. Challenges range from mod-
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elling and algorithmic questions to implementation and assessment [54]. As new data
accumulate at a frenetic pace and our understanding of the genome deepens with the
daily additions to the research literature, we expect further insights, better models, re-
fined methodology, and some breakthroughs—and, as has now been the case for nearly
30 years, these next developments are likely to be inspired by some past or forthcoming
publication or remark of David Sankoff’s.
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